
DIAMOND STATE CHIROPRACTIC, P.A. 
(RETURN PATIENT/CURRENT PROBLEM HISTORY) 

(* Indicates it must be filled in) 

 
Name: __________________________________________ Date: __________ Your Health Insurance: _______________ 
 

* List your main problem:  _________________________ Pain # _____________ (On your worst day) 

  Other problems: 
2.) ___________ Pain # ________ (On your worst day) 
3.) ___________ Pain # ________ (On your worst day)  
4.) ___________Pain # ________  (On your worst day) 

 
*Describe your symptoms and type of pain:         Dull         Sharp        Throbbing         Burning         Deep         Aching               
        Tingling        Stabbing        Cramping         Numbness        Stiffness  
   
*When did your symptoms get worse RECENTLY? (Must be within the past 30 days:  _______________  
* How did your symptoms begin? (Example-Got out of bed, yard work, house chores, lifting, picking up something, etc.) 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

* How often do you experience your symptoms? 

 Constantly                Frequently              Occasionally         Intermittently 

      (76-100% of the day)             (51-75% of the day)           (26-50% of the day)             (0-25% of the day) 
 
* What aggravates your pain?       Sitting     Standing       Walking        Bending       Lifting        Sleeping 
       Straining       Reaching       Looking up       Looking down        Movement       Driving        House Chores 
       Exercise       Stairs        Laying Supine       Laying Prone   
 
*What relieves it?        Sitting       Standing       Lying       Knees bent up       Support        No movement 
      Heat       Ice        Ibuprofen       Medication       Rest       Stretching/Exercise         Adjustment   
 

*Does your pain radiate down?     Right Arm    Left Arm        Both Arms        Right Leg         Left Leg        Both Legs 
 
*Who have you seen for your symptoms?  No one   Other chiro    Medical Doctor        Physical Therapist 

 Name of doctor or facility? __________________________________________________________________________ 
 
*What treatment did you receive for your symptoms?     Physical Therapy           Medicine          Surgery/Injection 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

*When did you receive this treatment?  In Last 30 days        Less than 1 year ago   1-5 years ago        5+ years  
 
* What test have you had for your symptoms?      X-Ray        MRI        CAT scan   Other: ______________ 
 
* Where did you have your imaging done at? _______________________________________________________ 
 
When were these tests done?  In the last month         Less than 1 year               5 years ago            5 + years ago 
 

Current Medications: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Any Drug Allergies:            NO            YES _________________________________________________________________ 

Your Primary Care Doctor: ______________________________ Phone: ______________________ 
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